Seniors vs. Juniors
6-6 Tie

On Monday afternoon, October 17, the first of the class football games was played between the Seniors and the Juniors. The teams were evenly matched and neither eleven was able to gain a decided advantage. The Juniors made the first touchdown in the second period but failed to kick the goal. In the third period the Seniors put the ball over for a touchdown and also missed the goal.

The line-up:

Seniors: Williamson, le; re, Davies; Sullivan, lt, Kendall; Hillman, lg; rg, Cohen, Knox; Hadley, c; Tompkins; Chalas, Brown, rtg, Steele; Houghton; Campbell, Smith, re, lg, Wilcox; Miller, lc, Valentine; McSweeney, qb; qb, Cannel, Bachelder; Dickey, lb; rlb, Permeiter; Marshall, so; lb, Farwell.

Juniors: Score: 6, 6

Textile vs. Conn. Aggies

Score 6 to 6

On October 22 the strong Connecticut Aggie eleven from Storrs, Connecticut, visited the local city and for two hours endeavored to capture what they previously had prophesied would be "easy safest." Not only were their estimations confounded, but excising several breaks in their favor, especially one in the first quarter when through a questionable ruling of the umpire they were granted a touchdown despite the fact that the whistle had blown. The ball was not considered dead and the score held.

Lowell kicked to Connecticut who ran forward to kick after feeling the Textile line for three downs and four yards gained. Exchange of kicks and recovering of attempted block kick by Leonard gave low.

(Continued on Page 3)

Sophomores 42
Freshman 0

The Sophomore-Freshman interclass game resulted in a walkaway for the "sophs". The "sophs" led by Reynolds at quarter uncovered some dazzling plays. At times the spectators were led to believe that the Sophs had hired some "ringers" from Centre College! One freshman playing a wing position became so dizzy watching the Soph backfield that he had to retire from the game.

In the first quarter the "sophs" went over for four touchdowns, Reynolds kicking the goal on each occasion. In the second half, a forward pass, Matthews to McGovern, and the broken field running of Matthews featured.

The freshman fought hard but lost a grand opportunity to get even with their sophomore brethren for events of Sept. 26. Several good prospects for the varsity team were uncovered.

(Continued on Page 3)

School Notes

The last meeting of the Executive Council was held on the evening of October 17 at Delta Kappa Phi fraternity house. The officers for the coming year are as follows:

President, - - - - A. E. Clasby, ’22
First Vice-President, J. A. Webster, ’23
Second Vice-President, M. R. Brackett, ’22
Secretary, H. H. Hubbard, ’22

The following men were appointed to act as a social committee and to handle all the social functions of the school:

Social Committee
Joseph A. Webster, Chairman
Everette V. Steeke
Andrew S. Orr
Philip S. Connell
Walter F. Wheaton

The first dance of the school year will be held in the Assembly Hall on Saturday night, October 29, by the Athletic Association.

Librarian:

G. H. D. Howard

FORUM COMMITTEE

Third President, L. H. Drury
Second President, W. M. H. Drury
First President, R. E. Deming

ENGINEERING SOCIETY NOTES

STUDENT BRANCH OF A. S. M. E. AT SCHOOL

At a recent meeting of the Textile Engineering Society the following officers were elected for the coming year:

President, H. H. Smith, ’22
First Vice-President, R. H. Haines, ’23
Second Vice-President, W. J. Ball, ’24
Secretary, J. Knox, ’24
Treasurer, W. J. Ball, ’24
Assistant Treasurer, W. F. Wheaton, ’22

Plans for the coming year were discussed and the reasons as to why the Textile Engineering Society should be affiliated with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers were brought out in detail by President Eames and Prof. Ball. The majority of the members present signified their intention of joining such a society provided that a student branch may be organized. A program committee was chosen with R. Hillman as chairman to prepare an appropriate list of speakers for the school year.

Since the last meeting of the society President Eames has been informed by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers that a student branch may be organized at the school. The requirement for enrollment in the student branch of the A. S. M. E. is the payment of the annual dues, three dollars. Dues are payable to Walter F. Wheaton, assistant treasurer.

Alumni News

"Gay-Lussac" Everett '19 was visiting old friends at the school last week. He is now chief chemist for the North Perkiom Manufacturing Company, North Berwick, Maine.

Frederick D. Manning, ’10 was also at school last week. Mr. Manning is a consulting engineer in New York City.

George Richardson, ’10, has recently returned to this country from China. Mr. Richardson is with a silk concern in China and plans to go back to that country in the near future.

N. H. State Outplays Textile

Outweighed twenty pounds to a man and forced to play on the defensive, Textile fell before the big N. H. State eleven at Dover. The mountain eleven scored six touchdowns while Textile broke thru for only one.

N. H. State circled the ends and smashed thru the red and black line for three touchdowns in the first quarter. The second quarter opened with Lowell facing eleven new players, and when Textile recovered the ball on a fumble the team took the offensive. Maher circled right end for a gain and four downs were made, when N. H. was penalized for off-side play. After repeated efforts to pierce the much heavier N. H. line, Marble attempted a drop kick from the forty yard line,―― the kick rebounded high and took a course slightly to the left of the bar.

Lord punted for N. H. and the ball went high and rolled back nearly to the goal line. Wilmot scooped up the oval and dashed over the line for a touchdown. Marble sent the ball over the cross bar and added a point.

In the second half N. H. replaced all the original players and their heavy backfield pounded away at the Textile line for the second time, rushing yielding three more touchdowns. Flagg and Lager pulled down some long passes in the second half, but the N. H. line was too well when it came to rushing.

Pay Your Subscription
To the Text

SCRAP FROM THE N. H. GAME

Fordwell looked good at tackle with his fourth three frame plugging the line. N. H. State used a play similar to that of the University of Vermont the week before which appeared to be a smash thru tackle, but when a final reckoning was taken the former would be around the end of the line and heading for the Textile goal line. For a college as large as N. H. their cheering section produced some ragged work.

There were times in the game when the Textile line showed just as much strength as their opponents.

There was a meeting of the State of Maine Club on the side lines, Oscar Holway and Frank Splaine presiding; speeches were made, but nothing said. "Dutch" Clayton and "Walt" Wentworth witnessed the game; they are both looking good perky.
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2 win The Act Entered Advertising letter 1879. James the thing was lacking, Our Aggies in the last quarter, Lombard, who had been playing a fine game for Textile, was injured and had to be carried off the field. Bird was shifted to center and Thom was put in at right guard. The tackling of Capt. Walker and Slade was hard and sure, while Lombard playing revolving center did the best work for Textile before the injury put him out of the game. Conner of N. H. put up an exhibition of football that puts him in the "Jennie" Boynton class.

The Line-Up:

Textile

N. H. State
Schwarz, re pey, Neville Farwell, rt lt, Gasbain, Mekelvis Bird, Thom, rg lg, Cotton, Gary Lombard, Bird, c Patrick, Stone, Sanborne Wilmot, Snyder, lg rz, Campbell, Holhart, Holmsbee Villa, Feissel, lt rt, Bell, Hardy Marble, Flagg, Brigham, qb re, Broderick, Sherwood Walker, Smith, rhb qb, Farmer, Cutle Macher, Hart, lhb rhb, Gustafson, Flanders Olson, lh, Stevens, f,b, Connor

Score: N. H. State 41, Lowell Textile 27.


Textile vs. Conn. Aggies

(Continued from Page 1)

well the ball in the center of the field. An intercepted forward pass by the Connecticut quarter was raced sixty yards for touchdown and the goal kicked O. K. Score 7-0.

Connecticut received, but a blocked kick by Schwarz put the ball in our possession again; two passes which netted fifteen yards ended the first half.

During the first two minutes of the second half a fumbled punt by the Connecticut full back on his own two yard line was recovered by Goosetrey and put over; the goal was kicked successfully. Score: 7-7.

With the exception of an end run by Connecticut which netted twelve yards and two passes by Lowell, Macker to Farwell and Marble to Smith, which netted twenty and eighteen yards respectively. The third and fourth quarters were kicking contests in every respect. The game ended with Lowell in possession of the ball on Connecticut's twenty yard line, going at such a pace that two more downs would have given the big end to Textile.

The line-up and summary:

Textile Connecticut Goosetrey, le re, Eddy Villa, lt rt, Mitchell Swartz, lg Juralititz, Schulitzki, Premice Lombard, c c; Graf Bird, rg lg, Ashmar Farwell, rt lt, Clark Barrett, Snyder, re le, Frostholm Marble, Flagg, Brigham, qb

Macker, Perinetti, lhb rhb, Makoiski Walker, Smith, rhb

Olson, lh, Stall, Ryan, McKeef
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The "Text" has decided to offer a prize of two dollars to the freshman writing the best theme during the first term of the school year. This prize is offered in order to stimulate writing among the freshmen.

All articles may be handed in to Mr. Dow or put in the "Text" newsbox.

The regular themes assigned to be written by the freshman as class work may also be included in this contest.

The "Text" will pay seventy-five cents per column for all news accepted and published. Articles may be given to the editor or dropped in the "Text" newsbox in front of the Co-operative Office.

Textile vs. Conn. Aggies

(Continued from Page 1)

The game last Saturday was a hard fought contest between evenly matched teams. Our eleven played a game of which it may well be proud. The only thing lacking, and it was a conspicuous lack, was the support of the student body. The fellows who were there were with the team every minute, but their number was few in comparison with the total number of students. When a college fails to support its team by not turning out in force at all the games, a poor impression is made upon those present who are not connected with the school. Let every student come next Saturday and support the team.


NOTICE

All material handed in to this paper must be written upon one side of the paper only.

EDITORIALS

Within very few weeks the call for candidates for the team will be issued by the captain of basketball. By the vote of the Athletic Association basketball has been made a major sport, and the "Text" will be awarded to those who win their letter in it. Here is an excellent opportunity for freshmen especially, to win that coveted "T". Basketball was revived last season after a lapse of several years, and the team had a very successful year. There is a wealth of material in school, and all indications point to a team even better than last year's. Be thinking it over, freshmen; here is your chance to gain a little glory and support your chow, also.
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Sophomores vs. Freshman

(Continued from Page 1)

The lineup:

Sophomores          Freshman
Blanchard, Dominic, ed., re S. C. Smith
Brown, Donovan, Irr., rt. Beck
Hall, Carr, Donovan, c., e Lagasse
Seed, rrg.
Baldwin, Blanchard, rt., rrt. Zick
McGovern, Hardie, re.,
le. A T. Smith, Kohs
Reynolds, McGovern, qh., qb., Smolansky
McKinley, rbb., lbb., Bonstock
Mitchell, rbb., rrb.
Parks, Matthias, fb., fb. Mc Intry

Score Sophomores 42, Freshman 0.

Touchdowns: Matthews 4, Mitchell 2.
Goals: McKinley 2, Reynolds 4, Referee: Walker,
Umpire, Beckett

Time: 2:10 minute and 2:12 minute periods.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

BLANK BOOKS—TECHNICAL BOOKS
Prince’s
106–108 Merrimack Street

IF YOU NEED GLASSES
Let Us Examine Your Eyes
Correct Testing and Proper Fitting

J. A. McEVOY, Optician
232 Merrimack St.

Cleanliness in the Dyeing Laboratory

(Continued from last week)

I think there should be a system wherever chemistry is taught by which a student is absolutely obliged to make cleanliness the first principle in his work. Especially when using the scales in dyeing problems. Of course, when weighing the dyes and the other materials used in the dye bath it is almost impossible to prevent small particles from being scattered about at times; but all traces of foreign matter should be removed and the scales left in proper condition for the next user. I have seen balance pans—and, in fact, the whole inside of a balance case—so smeared, stained and, actually, thick with liberal samples from previous use that there was considerable difficulty in getting the scales to move at all, and yet this apparatus was in constant use. Of course, it may seem a harsh measure, almost like removing old landmarks, to get rid of some of these accumulations of weeks, perhaps months; but when you have your apparatus in working order again—that is, if it is possible to do so after such neglect—take it to the shop to keep it in proper condition. For it is a fact that when a new balance is required, it must be made to meet the demands of the work.

Remember that nothing less than the best work is conductive to the best results; the man who pays attention to means the greatest attention to details, and cleanliness is one of the greatest details is the man who succeeds; care and cleanliness must be taught, and must be practiced.

Acids
Alcohols
Salts
Antiseptics
Disinfectants

Glassware
Shellacs
Varnishes
Paints
Oils

Talbot Dyewood and Chemical Co.
40 MIDDLE STREET

Fraternity Notes

DELTA KAPPA PHI

The Delta Kappa Phi Fraternity will hold a house party on the week-end of Nov. 4th, 5th and 6th. The fraternity members and their guests will attend the Worcester Tech game at Textile Campus, Saturday afternoon, and Saturday evening an informal dance will be held at the Boat House. A number of alumni members are expected to come to Lowell for the game and house party and everyone expects to have a good time.

PHI PSI

The Gamma Chapter of Phi Psi fraternity is to have a house party over the week-end of November 11 and 12th. A theater party at Keith’s Friday night will be followed by the last home game of the season, Massachusetts Aggies vs. Textile, Saturday afternoon. Saturday evening, an informal dance will be held at the Vesper Boat House.

Compliments of

CROMPTON & KNOWLES LOOM WORKS
WORCESTER, MASS.

PLEASE SUPPORT THEM!!
Page
Quality - Courtesy - Service
By the clock Merrimack Sq.
"For those who want the best"
IN LOWELL SINCE 1866
CANDY - ICE CREAM - FOUNTAIN
BAKING - CATERING - RESTAURANT

Watch for the Special
Sale of Young Men's Overcoats
which will take place
Friday, October 28th
in our Men's Store
$17.95 $27.50
$23.50 $31.50

CHALIFOUX'S
"The store of absolute satisfaction"

HOBSON & LAWLER CO.
CONTRACTORS FOR
Mill Piping
Steam and Hot Water
Heating and Sanitary
Plumbing

158-170 MIDDLE STREET, LOWELL, MASS.